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ABSTRACT 

In remote sensing of lightning and other discharge phenomena it is of interest to know the 
relationship between optical radiation and the current parameters. Unfortunately, little 
information is available in the literature o n  these relationships. In this paper we have studied, 
therefore, the optical radiation generated by 2H0 mm long laboratory discharges and its 
relationship to the current flowing i n  the discharge channel. In the experiment the optical 
radiation generated by the discharges was measured at wavelengths 777 nm (bandwidth 10 nm) 
due to 0 I ( l ) ,  and 500 nm (bandwidth 5 nm) due 10 N Il(lU), and the broadband optical 
radiation between the wavelengths 400 - 1 IO() nrn. The shape of the current waveform, which 
had a rise time of 0.1 ps and a decay time of 5 ps. remained the same with increasing peak 
value. The experiment was conducted with peak current amplitudes in  the range of 1 - 4 kA. in 
order to test the effect of current rise time on the optical rlrdiation we have also conducted studies 
with a current waveform having a 5 ps rise [ime. The main observations are the following: (a) 
The peak amplitude of the optical radiation pulse at the wavelengths mentioned above is 
proportional to the peak amplitude of the current flowing through the discharge channel. (b) The 
rise time of the optical radiation pulse at a given wavelength does not depend significantly on the. 
peak amplitude of the current waveform. ( c )  The rise time of the optical radiation pulse 
decreases with decreasing wavelength. (d)  A slight increase in the decay time of the optical 
pulse, at a given wavelength, is observed with increasing peak amplitude of the current 
waveform. (e) The results show that the rise time of the optical radiation pulse increases with 
the increasing rise time of the current waveform. The relationship between peak current, peak 
optical power and peak electrical power is studied. Also the relationship between peak current, 
optical energy (400 - 1100 and 777 nm) arid electrical energy is discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

The study of optical radiation generated by long sparks is of interest in two respects. First, 
in the use of geostationary satellites to detect lightning, one of the demands on the space b:ised 
detector is the ability to detect lightning during full daylight 11. Goodman et ai. 121 suggested 
that this could be ealized by detecting either the spectral line of oxygen (0 I(  1)) a1 777 nm or thc 
spectral line of nitrogen (N I( 1)) at 868.3 nm. From various observations, done at ground lcvel 
and above clouds r2-31, the oxygen line at 777 nm appears to  be a strong, narrow and stable 
spectral line in the spectrum of lightning flashes. By recording a strong and nwrou spectritl line, 
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E.XPERIMENTAL SYSTEM 

'The lighr OLIIJIII!  trm-11 thc discharge channel was measured with an optical detector, 
c~;Pc*oially ciesip,ncd ?J- . ! -  this purpose 1'1'1 (figure 1) .  I'he optical detector consist of a light 
collecting anti  ;I c01!11~3!ing lens sysrrm. an  optical interference filter and a photodiode with 

objective 

.A 

i\ii\ zshapc from a 280 iiim long laboratory discharge 

lens filler lens photodiode 
m n m  

The ciirrcnt was rneasureci with a Rogowski coil. The coil used was a Singer Current 
I'rohe, model W450 4 ,  which is designed to riieasure current pulses with durations up to 500 ps 
and peak currcnt levels of  up to HMO A .  The frequency range of the probe is 10 kHz to 100 
M I  iz. 'The cumnt p r o ! r  is placed around (lie rod to which the discharge takes place, as can be 
see11 in figitrr ? T h e  oiitput from the optical detector and the cumnt probe were recorded and 
displayed 0'1 a Ilewlctt Packard 53 1 1 1 D D!gitizing Oscilloscope. The displayed waveforms 
were then trnnsferred via a HPIB bus to ;i portable IBM Personal Computer for post processing. 
Thc recorciir1g syxtem was placed in a screening cage, see figure 3. The electrode configuration 
is sphere-rat and a riegiitive impulse voltage is applied to the sphere. The shape of the voltage 
impulse is 1.2;SO 'I'he shape of the current waveform generated by the impulse generator has 
0 . 1  ps rise time and 5 ps decay time. 'The distance between the electrodes in the spark gap is 
0.28 ni. Tbe distance hetween the optical detector and the discharge channel was 6 meter. 
Measurcrnrnt< Ilitvr shown that for distances larger then 6 meters, the dischar e channel can be 
rcprded ii' a i\oin+ light source, i.t:. the radiated flux density is decaying as l/r 1 [9]. 
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Figure 4 P e d  i ir : I  

peak c-iirrent pl u k  cwrent 
- l l ( M  nm) f'ipctrc .5 Peak light (771 nm) versus versus 

It is of intere:,! f r b r  I N  to compare our rsulis with those obtained from lightning. Recently, 
Idone and Orville [ I O ]  rneasured the optical r.tdiation (pxtral range 300 - 670 nm) generated by 
a short segment of' :ightning channel situated ;it 30 rneters from ground level and the peak current 
in the return strokL cliaririel They found that there is a linear relationship between the peak light 
intensity and the pt dc ciirrent for subsequent suohcs i t ]  triggered lightning. Unfortunately, Idone 
and Orville did nor g i w  the optical power in absolute units so that we can investigate whether the 
laboratory results a n  k extrapolated to lightning conditions. Baker et al. [7] have measured the 
peak optical power iind the peak c m n t  from triggered lightning. For a 17 kA current they have 
measured a peak optical power of 3.7xlOb W/m. They have also calculated the peak optical 
power for a 17 kA current to be 10.9~106 W/m. If we assume that our measurements can be 
extended to lightning we get for a 17 kA current a peak optical power of 3.5~106 W/m which is 
in good agreement with the measured results. 

THF, RISE AND DEC AY TlMF 0 F THE OPTICAL P l J M  

The results shows that the rise time of the optical radiation pulse at a given wavelength 
does not depend significantly on the peak amplitude of the current waveform (figure 6). We have 
also found that the rise time of the optical radiation pulse decreases with decreasing wavelength. 
We measured the meail rise time Z m m  to be 2.32 ps for the 0 I( 1) (777 nm) spectral line and 
0.48 ps for the N Il(19) (500 nm) spectral line This result is, in principal, in good agreement 
with measurements done by Lundquist and Scuka [ l l ] .  They have measured the time 
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characteristics of the spectral line Ha (655.5 nm) and the channel continuum at wavelength 
390.5 nm from lightning discharges and have found that there is an decrease in rise time with 
decreasing wavelength as in our case. 

There is a slight increase in the decay time (the time it takes for tne peak light output, lP to 
fall to half the peak light, 0.5XP) of the optical pulse at a given wavelength with increasing peak 
current (figure 7). 
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Figure 6 Optical rise time (400 - 
nm) versus peak current 

Figure 7 Optical decay time (400 -1100 
I100 nm) verslls peak current 

In order to test the effect of the cunent rise time on the optical radiation we have conducted 
studies with a current waveform having 5 ps rise time and 25 ps decay time. The result is that 
the rise time of the optical radiation pulse increases with increasing rise time of the current 
waveform (figure 8). 

Figure 8 The effect of increasing current rise time on the optical pulse, a)  currenl 
waveform, b) optical waveform, time base 5 pldiv 

For lightning it has been observed that the rise time of the optical radiation is increasing 
with increasing height. This indicates, according to our results, that the current rise time is 
increasing with increasing height. A similar result is predicted by a new return stroke model 
inaoduced by Cooray [ 12-13]. A thorough investigation of the relationship between the current 
rise time and the optical rise time will be carried out in the near future at the Institute of IIigh 
Voltage Research. 
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)WER-NTY 

We have measured the electrical power dissipated in  the tlischarge channel by measuring 
voltage V snd the current 1. The results of this investigation :$)gether witti ycnk optical power 
iven in table 1. 

Tuhle I Rrsulrs o ' [he  ower neusuremi:nrs -1""w;y, 
1.2-7 

2. os 1-60 
2.0 I - . . +... l 2 L - L  2.0ti 

- lS64 
- 1919 
-2214 

According to this results the xlatioriship bztwceir rliz ix-LL electricrd pi'wcr Pel aril1 {t ic 
; . ,ik current 1, can be representcd by 

(3) 
1.75 

Pel = 0.65 K I 

. lierc Pel is in  109 W/m and I, iri kA. 'This iigrtXs very well Ri lh  calculurions tione by Ctx,t:i) 
i 41 for the lightning return stroke. Accordirig to these cdculatiL.)~is the elationship between the 
,c-,ik electrical power Pel and the peak current I,, is given by Pel - =  h x I wlien: k is a consiani. 

According to table I ,  the relationship between the peak t +ticrtP power P,, and the peah 
Ic.cmcal power Pel can be represented by 

vhere P, is in 10' W/rn and Pel is in IO9 W/in. Jordan et dl. I 15 i ;idve measiired h a t  the optic;il 
Iadiation generated by lightning decreases with a factor of two v,.ltiin the f.irst 100 meters of the 
;eturn stroke. On the other hand, Ctmay [ 131 have calciillrteci ttlai over this leiigth the elec [ I i ~ . ; i l  
l.c)wcr in the chaiinel decreases with a facior of three. Ii' we a \  . w  tii'it tcilationship 3 is i ~ l > ( ,  
;.slid for lightning theri the results obtaiIi;-i; by C ~ M X . I ~  indii . :  thar thc  j,c,ih optical l,ijt+ct 
jccreases by a factor o f  IH'O over the f i i , r  1 0  nie tc r5  'f111~ :! aglcz i i . .  i d .  ' . w i i l i  itie i . : $ i i i i >  

,,brained by Jordan et al. 

15 

P,, = 0.06 Y PLy0 (4) 
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E, = 9.34x10.4 x E;;' 

where E, and Eel is in J/m. 

I, can be represented by 
E,I = 27 x 1 

According to table 11, the rdationship betwecn ihe eitxtrical energ- E,i and die p& cr!r r' 

(6)  
I .6 
P 

where Eel is in  J/m and I, is in kA. This agrees well with calculations done by Cooray [ I I r 

the lightning return stroke. According to these: calculations the relationship between the elti T *  : 
energy Eel and the peak current I,, IS  given by E,, = k x I , where k is a constant. 

The ratio between the amowit o f  energy going into optical rarllation (400 - 1100 rlmj I . i 
I(1) is measured to be 7%. In case of lightning, Goodman et al. [2] and Wolfe et al. [ I (>)  I 

observed that 5 - 15% of the total optical energy 
percentages may be influenced by the spectral sensitivity of' thc photodiode. 

1.9 

into the 0 I( 1 ) spectral line. Of COUI 

CONCLUSIONS 

The results obtained show that the relationship between peak optical output (at 5" i * . I *  
1 4 0  777 nm, 400 - 1100 nm) and the pe"k cumnt can be reprrseiited by Po = k x I d . 'Th. ' 

time of the optical pulse is increasing with increasing peak current. An increase in the risr 1 . 1 ,  

the current leads to an increase in the rise time of the optical radiation. The relationship j 5 . .I 
these two yararneters will be investigated i n  the near future. The ratio between the art. 
electrical energy in the discharge and the energy emitted as optical radiation (400 - 1 lOr! :: 1 

measured to be between 1.9 - 4.8%. This ratio have a tendcncy to increase with ini  
electrical energy. The energy associated with the 0 I( 1) spectral line is approximately 7'- 
total optical energy (400 - 1100 nm). The relationships between the elecmcal energy E,: 4 . ' 
peak current I,, the peak electricif! power Pel and the peak current I, can be repre:: 
E,] = 27 x I 

: 

. 
9 ' 

1 6  and P,I = 0.65 x 1; 
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